Cyber Security at Sea: The Real Threats
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as well. Fried/ lockout servers and going back to sat-c messaging

Within the last 3 years, have had 3 different ransomeware attacks on ships I've been on with other fleet ships attacked

as vigilance from all employees, be they in head office or out on the water.

standards will be crucial. The days where maritime cyber security amounted to just making sure you
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Ultimately, the new regulations will be of benefit to everyone, but ensuring your company meets the right

“Network and information systems give critical support to everyday activities, so it is absolutely vital that

The NIS Directive requires organizations to have the right staff in place and the proper software to

so companies will be forced to report any breach of their systems within 72 hours, thus ensuring industry

The next major hurdle facing companies around the globe comes in the shape of the GDPR, which comes

the phone to verify and vendor bank account changes. The risk of getting it wrong could bankrupt you.

ensured they recovered the missing funds. We are starting to see multiple attempts of invoice fraud using

The Alliance is already gathering detailed cyber crime incident reports from industry. We’ve seen an
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